A histidine-rich elastin-like polypeptide functions as a quickly detectable and easily purifiable protein fusion tag.
Although many protein fusion tags have been developed for recombinant protein production to improve protein yields or facilitate purification, determining the expression and purification of the fusion protein still remain to be a time-consuming and laborious procedure. In this work, we designed a histidine-rich elastin-like polypeptide (HRELP) fusion tag and found that it could be efficiently expressed in E. coli cells and specifically stained with Pauly's reagent in a couple of minutes post SDS-PAGE analysis. Moreover, in Pauly's reagent-stained polyacrylamide gels, only the bands of HRELP fusion proteins were yellow and could be clearly visualized with little background. Furthermore, both HRELPs and HRELP20-BMP2 fusion protein could be purified by a method of pH shift-mediated inverse transition cycling (ITC). In our opinion, the HRELP established in this study may be considered as a multifunctional protein tag which could make its fusion proteins being quickly detected by Pauly staining and simply purified by pH-triggered ITC in addition to having the potential to sustained release its fusion proteins.